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A World Heritage Site is a landmark or area with legal protection by an international convention administered by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).World Heritage Sites are designated by UNESCO for having cultural, historical, scientific or other form
of significance. The sites are judged to contain "cultural and natural heritage around the world ...
World Heritage Site - Wikipedia
Hashima Island (端島) (or simply Hashima, as -shima is a Japanese suffix for island), commonly called Gunkanjima (軍艦島; meaning Battleship Island), is an abandoned island of Nagasaki, lying about 15 kilometers (9 miles) from the center of the city.It is one of 505 uninhabited islands in
Nagasaki Prefecture.The island's most notable features are its abandoned concrete buildings ...
Hashima Island - Wikipedia
Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what we pass on to future generations. Our cultural and natural heritage are both irreplaceable sources of life and inspiration. What makes the concept of World Heritage exceptional is its universal application. World Heritage
sites belong to all the peoples of the world, irrespective of the territory on which they are located.
UNESCO World Heritage Centre
Ireland (/ a ər l ə n d / (); Irish: Éire [ eː
Europe, and the twentieth-largest on Earth.

ə] (); Ulster-Scots: Airlann [

ɑːrlən]) is an island in the North Atlantic.It is separated from Great Britain to its east by the North Channel, the Irish Sea, and St George's Channel.Ireland is the second-largest island of the British Isles, the third-largest in

Ireland - Wikipedia
Great Zimbabwe National Monument. The ruins of Great Zimbabwe ‒ the capital of the Queen of Sheba, according to an age-old legend ‒ are a unique testimony to the Bantu civilization of the Shona between the 11th and 15th centuries.
Great Zimbabwe National Monument - UNESCO World Heritage ...
Yemen (/ j ɛ m ən / (); Arabic:
分
† , romanized: al-Yaman), officially the Republic of Yemen (Arabic:
end of the Arabian Peninsula in Western Asia.It is the second-largest Arab sovereign state in the ...
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, romanized: al-Jumhūrīyah al-Yamanīyah, lit. 'Yemeni Republic'), is a country

Yemen - Wikipedia
The meaning of the term civilization has changed several times during its history, and even today it is used in several ways. It is commonly used to describe human societies "with a high level of cultural and technological development", as opposed to what many consider to be less advanced
societies.
Civilization - World History Encyclopedia
China also has many natural sites, since like Russia and America it is a big country. One of these natural sites is the Chengjiang Fossil Site. Italy . Italy has the most UNESCO World Heritage Sites of any country in the world, due to its history as the birthplace of the Roman Empire and the
Renaissance. Some of the cultural sites in Italy ...
Countries With The Most UNESCO World Heritage Sites ...
4 ‒ The World Heritage Committee. Once a site has been nominated and evaluated, it is up to the intergovernmental World Heritage Committee to make the final decision on its inscription. Once a year, the Committee meets to decide which sites will be inscribed on the World Heritage List.
Why Are World Heritage Sites Important? ¦ GeoEx
The plurality and multiplicity of the Indian Culture is evident to the whole World as India has one of the world
Cultural Heritage (ICH) of humanity.

s largest collections of songs, music, dance, theatre, folk traditions, performing arts, rites and rituals, languages, dialects, paintings and writings that are known, as the

Intangible

World Heritage ¦ Ministry of Culture, Government of India
The Archaic Period: 7000-2000 BCE ‒ During this time a hunter-gatherer culture began to cultivate crops such as maize, beans and other vegetables and the domestication of animals (most notably dogs and turkeys) and plants became widely practiced.The first villages of the region were
established during this period which included sacred spots and temples dedicated to various gods.
Maya Civilization - World History Encyclopedia
Andean peoples, aboriginal inhabitants of the area of the Central Andes in South America. Although the Andes Mountains extend from Venezuela to the southern tip of the continent, it is conventional to call
the Central
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Andean

only the people who were once part of Tawantinsuyu, the Inca Empire in

